Children’s Hospital - Vision 2012
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE #3/ MEETING SUMMARY
August 21, 2007
Meeting Purpose and Expected Outcome
Gather public feedback on Children's proposed Vision 2012 campus concepts; use input from
the public and technical experts to shape a world class children’s healthcare facility in concert
with a campus that also enhances the surrounding neighborhoods.
Dates, Time and Location
Tuesday, August 21, 6 – 8 p.m. at the Columbus Public Health Department, 240 Parsons Ave.,
second floor auditorium.
Meeting Format
Participants entered the second floor auditorium of the Columbus Health Department, where
they signed in at the Station #1/Welcome Area. They received a name tag and instructions on
how to proceed through the series of tables/stations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station #1: Welcome and Sign In
Station #2: Vision 2012
Station #3: Property and Projects
Station #4: Parks and Green Space
Station $5: Parsons Avenue Gateway
Station #6: Circulation
Station #7: Job Bank and Giveaways

At Station #2/Vision 2012, participants viewed three exhibits: 1) Here’s Why Children’s is
Growing, 2) Proposed Vision 2012 and 3) the New Inpatient Hospital. Participants were asked
to fill out a comment card that asked, “Please share with us any additional comments or
feedback you have about Children’s Proposed Vision 2012.”
At Station #3/Property and Projects, participants viewed one exhibit, Property and Projects,
which provided an overview of projects underway and showed where Children’s will expand its
campus to the west. The exhibit also summarized plans to upgrade existing residential
properties owned by Children’s. Participants were asked to fill out a comment card that asked:
1) “What should Children’s consider in developing its West Campus in a manner keeping with
the character of the neighborhood?” and 2) “Children’s wants to be a good property owner of
homes it owns in the community. What does being a “good property owner” mean to you?”
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At Station #4/Parks and Green Space meeting attendees viewed the Parks and Green Space
exhibit, which illustrated how Children’s will significantly reduce impervious surfaces and
increase green space surrounding the campus buildings by six acres. The exhibit showed park
elements used in other cities to create inviting green spaces, and showed pictures of adjoining
Livingston Park, which is owned by City of Columbus Recreation and Parks Department. The
comment card asked: 1) “Is more green space important to you? Should it be open to public
use?” 2) “What types of activities would you like to see in the green space in front of the
hospital?” and 3) “How should it relate to Livingston Park?”
Station #5/Parsons Avenue Gateway explained how the new I-70/71 interchange will affect
Parsons Avenue, providing a once in a lifetime opportunity to establish Parsons Avenue as a
signature gateway to the South Side, Children’s and Downtown Columbus. The comment card
asked, “What components should be included in establishing Parsons Avenue as a gateway to
the hospital, South Side and Downtown?”
Station #6/Circulation expanded on the circulation concepts touched on at the Parsons
Avenue station, going into more detail about how pedestrians and vehicles might get around
on the reconfigured Children’s campus and surrounding neighborhoods. The concept of
“walkability” was introduced, which emphasizes designing streets and sidewalks to be more
safe and inviting to pedestrians. The comment card asked, “How do we upgrade Livingston
Avenue to improve safety, traffic flow and walkability?”
Station #7/Job Bank and Giveaways was staffed by Children’s Human Resources
Department, who explained how to pursue a job at Children’s. Attendees were invited to a
complimentary pedometer and other items.
At 7 p.m. facilitator Jim White called the public meeting to order, introduced the staff at each
information station and presented a PowerPoint presentation that summarized the information
at each station. Mr. White then facilitated questions, comments and suggestions from the
audience. Technical questions were directed to the appropriate Children’s staff and technical
consultants.
Questions and Answers
Approximately 60 people attended the August 21st open house/public meeting. Forty-one
comment cards were received that evening; another comment was received by mail as of
August 28, 2007.
Audience Questions
1. Who controls/has the responsibility for federal funding used at Children’s? There
are many types of federal funding received by the hospital. Some are specific to
research, others are specific to indigent care, still others are specific to patients with
renal failure. All of the funding goes through its appropriate use area. Ultimately, Tim
Robinson, Chief Financial Officer of the hospital, oversees all finances.
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2. Explain the proposed changes on Parsons Avenue and how it could serve as a
Gateway to the South Side, Downtown Columbus and Children’s Hospital
With the new interchange being built on Parsons and I-70, there is an opportunity to
make Parsons a more prominent street. With it being the location for a major
interchange, there will be more traffic. A Children’s representative said that this is very
early in the process of soliciting ideas for a gateway, but thinking about this in advance
is important. Another Children’s representative commented that Children’s sees this as
an opportunity to build on the existing sense of pride in the area. Children’s goal is to
work with the City and the neighborhoods as the roadway and community design moves
forward. Children’s has no pre-conceived ideas and is interested in hearing what the
neighborhoods think.
3. How many people in the community work at Children’s?
A Children’s representative stated that 359 hospital employees live in nearby
neighborhoods. A City of Columbus Neighborhood Liaison commented that she
receives notices from Children’s regarding employment opportunities and passes them
along to the community. She asked that Children’s continue to forward this information.
Children’s also posts job openings on its Web site.
4. Did Children’s tear down the Ronald McDonald House to make way for green
space?
Children's is relocating the Ronald McDonald house to provide space for its new
hospital and to create a long-term growth plate to the west. The new hospital will be
built on the site of the old Ronald McDonald House to take advantage of existing
infrastructure and connect it to the emergency room and other medical services critical
for our patients. The decision was made easier by the fact that the current Ronald
McDonald House was too small to accommodate the growing need of families. The
current house has 37 rooms with an average wait list of 12 families per night. The new
house will have 67 rooms. Of these, eight will be "protected environment" suites for
transplant patients. Previously, only families (not patients) were invited to stay at the
Ronald McDonald House. This allows a new level of service for a growing patient
population.

5. What is being done to improve the residential properties Children’s owns? What
are you doing to the interiors?
A Children’s representative stated that $500,000 has been committed to pay for
residential improvements. Exterior improvements are slated for 57 of the units, and four
of those will receive a complete interior and exterior renovation. Local contractors have
been hired for the work. Four additional properties are being further evaluated. Of the
61 total units, forty-five are occupied.
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6. Is there any guarantee the new garage will alleviate on-street parking? Can we
implement a parking permit system? What happened to the petition we signed to
seek a permit system?
A Children’s representative stated that there is no guarantee that the new garage will
address the on-street parking issue, but it should help. Along with the new garage,
construction is also underway on a new surface parking lot on Fulton and 18th. The new
lot will have 90 new spaces, which will also help reduce the need for on-street parking.
The Children’s representative said that the City has to take the lead on implementing a
parking permit program, but that Children’s Office of Community Relations would
research the petition question and help citizens identify next steps in the City’s process.
7. What happened to the Bambino Statuary?
A Children’s representative said it was currently in storage and would be returned to
public display once an appropriate location was identified in the new inpatient hospital.
8. Participant said he appreciated what Children’s is doing – but doesn’t feel good
about his neighborhood. Could Children’s help make the neighborhoods look
better by adding new sidewalks and trees? It would make the houses look nicer
and uplift the community.
A Children’s representative said that Children’s is part of the neighborhood and also
wants it to be safe and pleasant. The participant was encouraged to share his ideas for
making the neighborhoods more safe and walkable at the information stations at the
open house.
9. Who do we talk to when we have issues with the construction?
Angela Mingo, Director of Community Relations, said that concerns about construction
should be forwarded to her office at 722-2695 so she can research them and respond.
10. Children’s should give minority contractors opportunities to bid on projects.
A Children’s representative stated that job fairs and work opportunities would be
available specifically for local contractors, including minority businesses. Renovations
on Carpenter Avenue will begin the week of 8/27 and the hospital is in the process of
finalizing contracts with several local contractors to handle the work. Children’s said it
was interested in hiring local contractors and that any interested contractors should
contact the Office of Community Relations at 722-2695.
11. Community residents should have input on what the exterior of the hospital looks
like. They should be invited to see what kind of structure Children’s plans to
build.
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A Children’s representative stated that the hospital design is regulated by the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Health Organizations (JCACHO) and American
Institute of Architects (AIA) patient care guidelines. While Children’s understands the
participant’s concerns and will take them into consideration, patient care requirements
will dictate the look of the hospital.
12. Children’s should improve the looks and safety of Parsons Avenue. It would be
safer for families and give the community a stronger sense of pride.
A Children’s representative stated that Parsons Avenue is a city street, and would
become more heavily traveled as a result of the new I-70 interchange. Making Parsons
Avenue pedestrian-friendly is part of the Vision 2012 Plan, and these meetings are a
good way to work with the community to identify how the street could be redeveloped to
benefit the neighborhood.
13. Children’s should do something to help with the unemployment in the
neighborhood.
A Children’s representative stated that Columbus library computers are now linked to
the Children’s Web site where there are job postings. Children’s posts all jobs online.
14. The new Ronald McDonald house design should match the neighborhood’s
historical feel.
A Children’s representative noted that many of the design elements of the old building
are being incorporated into the Ronald McDonald House.
15. Participant stated that many destinations important to the residents like the
grocery and pharmacy stores are disappearing. She said they’re hearing
promises of nice things to come, but it will take awhile. That’s why people are
nervous about the Vision 2012 Plan.
A Children’s representative said that Children’s was not involved in Kroger’s decision to
close its store, for example. After Kroger’s decided to close the location, Children’s
purchased the land.
Audience Suggestions and Comments
1. Children’s should make a commitment to work with developers on street-front
properties, and work to bring more development that isn’t related to Children’s to the
Livingston Avenue area west of Parsons.
2. The gateway elements should fit within with the historic character of Schumacher Place.
Modern gateway components do not fit with the look of the neighborhood.
3. Over the past 30 years, Livingston Park has shifted from the north to the west.
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4. Glad to see how Children’s is improving how parents can take their kids into the
emergency room. This should be priority #1. You also shouldn’t have to pay for parking.
5. The new design of the ER should be positioned in a way to accommodate a bus route
and be more walkable. It should also be easy to access if there’s inclement weather.
6. The new Parsons Avenue Gateway could impact the neighborhood in a positive way.
The increased traffic will encourage more commercial development.
7. Participant noted some improvements on Parsons Avenue like the new Subway, but
suggested that Children’s should look at the Parsons Avenue Redevelopment Plan
done by the City to see how it might connect with City efforts to revitalize the South
Side.
8. Children’s should have more sensitivity toward the houses it demolishes.
9. Children’s Hospital has not done a good job [in the past] of coming into the community
and involving nearby residents in their growth.
10. Participant stated he wrote (CEO) Dr. Steve Allen a letter about getting residents
involved in growth, but has not yet received a response.
11. Children’s should do more to embrace its history --- there should be a plaque or
commemorative display to honor a leading African-American physician who lived on
Livingston Avenue if that is the case.
12. The neighborhood resident did not want to see the Swing Castle (Kent House)
demolished to make way for the Ronald McDonald House. There should be some sort
of commemoration or plaque on this site.
13. Children’s Hospital’s needs to be more forthcoming with the community.
14. Houses on Carpenter Avenue are boarded up incorrectly from the inside instead of the
outside and nothing has been done to fix them since the first public meeting. Children’s
could be doing this now. Doctors and hospital employees could be living in these
homes.
Note: Children’s has begun its renovation plans and has committed $500,000 to fix up
residential units that it owns.
15. Participant stated she was glad to see that Children’s is building a new Emergency
garage to help with vehicles.
16. Participant thanked Children’s for the response letter on jaywalking. She stated that
jaywalking bothers her because it is unsafe and hopes Children’s will do something to
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make the area more walkable. She also noted that contractors should try to do work on
the residential properties before the weather turns cold.
Summary of Written and Electronic Comments Received by August 21, 2007
General
 Have more convenient bus stops (2)
 When will the conceptual drawings be available to the public via the website? Are we trying
to keep the plans secret?
 Increase the size of your dental clinics and seating area. Also hire more dentists so we
don’t have to wait so long. At our last visit we sat for 1 ½ hours waiting for our
appointment.
 Set up a fund or program that helps local/other property owners improve their
homes/parks, etc.
 Fund block watches
 Will expansion include Heyl Avenue and include repair to the sidewalk and streets?
 Have an open campus but also keep it safe
 Have more sensitivity to the surrounding community
 Work with the community on all issues
 I think it’s a good idea for the community to expand as long as it doesn’t encroach on the
rights of the people in the community
 I think the proposed vision is a good idea, but as part of the community, I would like to see
skilled local workers receive the contracts
Existing Projects
 Rehab the front of the existing Ronald McDonald House to blend with area
 Provide more opportunities for local involvement in the rehab and construction projects
going on, as well as access to other business opportunities with Children’s (6)
Residential Properties
 A “good property owner” means:
a. Using contractors from the neighborhood working on the properties (5)
b. Keeping up appearance and maintenance, inside and out (3)
c. Total renovations of interiors/exteriors
d. Everything
e. Keeping it from becoming an eye-sore.
f. Keeping the land clean
g. Lawn care.
h. New sidewalks.
i. Filling houses with honest and hard working families
j. Working with the City to maintain recycling bins in area for use by area residents
k. Money provided for people to own their homes
l. Employment
m. Pride
West Campus
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When developing West Campus, Children’s should:
a. Have more lighting (safety concern)
b. Have the same design structure of all the other buildings
c. Spruce up existing buildings a little and keep some retail business there or in
lower level of parking building
d. Design whole area to be serene and comfortable. Not a busy industrial complex
design.
e. Employ every person in that particular neighborhood
f. Train people and supply the (resources) to upkeep homes
g. Need to see more work for the community so they’ll want to keep-up the
character of the neighborhood
h. Use a local minority contractor to do work
i. Put in a hotel

Green Space
 Is more green space important?
a. Yes (9)


Should it be open for public use?
a. Yes (9)



Why types of activities would you like to see:
a. More walking trails
b. Park benches shaded by trees (2)
c. A garden – peaceful atmosphere with seats makes it look serene
d. Flowers
e. Waterfall
f. Regular patrols
g. Bird feeders
h. Plants that attract butterflies, rabbits and squirrels would be nice
i. It should be quiet
j. Make it inviting
k. Swing sets, teeter totters – outside play objects



How should it relate to Livingston Park?
a. Comparable but better
b. Quieter than Livingston Park, which continues to be a playground
c. Make it more inviting: safer looking and calming
d. Sharing between patients and the community
e. Have upkeep done by community contractors
f. Welcome the community

Parsons Gateway
 What components should be included in establishing a gateway?
a. Speed bumps of some sort to slow traffic
b. Street lights
c. Crosswalks
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d. “Life comes at you fast….Children’s Hospital”
e. Being a gateway would be totally renovating to all those areas linking to the
hospital, which would improve all the neighborhood’s look as well as (reduce)
the crime


German Village Society desires to help shape the design and enhancement of Parsons
Avenue exit planned for the 70/71 interchange as we anticipate it becoming a gateway for
German Village. Our hope is it will function smoothly with local traffic and provide a sense
of arrival to Parsons Avenue, German Village and the South Side.

Livingston/Circulation/Parking Issues
 How should Livingston Avenue be upgraded to improve safety, traffic flow and walkability?
a. Have a bridge crossing over Livingston to allow neighborhood access to
Livingston (3)
b. Not having a covered bridge from new parking garage to the new hospital is a
class action law suit waiting to happen
c. Use the concept with the median – trees/flowers/etc (3)
d. Wide sidewalks so parents with strollers and several children could keep them in
eye sight while walking to parking lots
e. Have a pedestrian bridge/cross walk with pedestrian-activated walk light (2)
f. Have turn lanes at intersections
g. Shuttle buses would be helpful
h. Convenient access for people using public transportation
i. Lighting is always important
j. Put a stop to unnecessary loitering
k. Just fixing up the neighborhood would help
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